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WAC Captain To WSGA Makes
Two Faculty Committees Speak
First Sales
Here Friday
In 2nd War Stamp Drive
Consider Future Problems
Prof. Himy B. Kirshen of the college of arts and sciences and
Prof. Weston S. Evans of the college of technology in interviews
this week disclosed that two of the University's three committees on
post-war planning are busy considering a variety of problems and
schemes which may be of great importance in aftermath readjustment.

Captain Harriett Jackson, of
the Women's Army Corps 1st
Service command, will speak Friday, Nov. 5, at 3:30 in 4 South
Stevens to all women interested
in the WAC. She will be at
South Estabrooke for dinner Friday, and will be on campus Saturday morning for appointments
with any girls who wish to talk
with her. Capt. Jackson is known
on campus through her work
with the Bangor Recruiting Center last year.

The second War Stamp Drive opened this week with the first
sale of War Stamps today. Sponsored by Women's Student Government Association with vice president Loraine Davis as chairman, the drive is conducted with the active support of all dormitory
women.

•
• The purpose of the drive is to enThe college of agriculture's commit- lege courses after the war?
able students to buy War Stamps
tee, headed by Prof. Winthrop C. 4. How many students should be
regularly each week by means of an
Libby, will take up its work next graduated in Engineering, and can this
organized system. A pledge is taken
month.
be controlled by raising or lowering
by every girl in the dormitory to supThe committee in each college was our standards of performance?
port the drive, and a record is kept of
set up by faculty action and will pre- 5. Should we strive to develop
the number of pledges, followed up
ii
sent recommendations later in the year. some scheme to make it possible for
by an account of the number of stamps
There will be an Armistice Day as- sold each week. The drive will be
On Prof. Libby's committee are: our students to get some practical
sembly at 9:30 a.m. Thursday, Nov. conducted on a competitive basis again
(Continued on Page Five)
Fred P. Loring, secretary, Charles H.
11, at the Memorial Gymnasium. Fred this year, and the dormitory signing
Merchant. Herbert S. Hill, Joseph A.
P. Loring, chairman of the University the highest percentage of pledges will
Chucka, Gordon M. Cairns, E. Reeve
assembly committee, announced today be announced next week.
Hitchner, F. H. Steinmetz, James H.
that there will be student speakers
Waring, J. R. Smyth, Dwight B. DeLast year one dormitory and five
Alumni Gym will be the scene of and music by the ASTP band and the
meritt, Pearl S. Greene, and Dean
fraternity houses pledged 100%. This
another stag dance this Saturday night combined glee clubs.
Arthur L. Deering, ex officio.
year an attempt is being made in each
from
seven until eleven-thirty o'clock.
President Arthur A. Hauck will dormitory to have all girls pledge,
sciences
Dr.
Kirshen's
In arts and
Chaperons will be Dr. and Mrs. Carl preside over the assembly with Loraine making each house 100% in support.
group is composed of Milford E.
M. Flynn and Dr. and Mrs. John L. Davis '45, Sam Collins '44, and Pvt. REPRESENTATIVES
%Vence, secretary, Spofford H. KimCHOSEN
Twenty-six more University of
ball, Benjamin R. Speicher, Donald L. Maine men, who were juniors last Fuller. A vic will provide the music Dick Huntington of the ASTU as
General
representatives
were chosen
speakers.
Quinsey, Herschel L. Bricker, Wil- spring in the Reserve Officers' Train- and the admission is free.
from each dorm, and these girls have
marth H. Starr, and Acting Dean ing Corps, CAC, returned to campus
Phi Gamma Delta is planning a vic
Selections will include the march responsibility for the weekly sales and
Rising L. Morrow, ex officio.
last week to await assignment to Offi- party for Friday night from eight un- "Semper Fidelis," "To the Chocolate reports. The representatives are: HaTechnology's committee under Prof. cer Candidate Schools. They are til eleven-thirty. Mr. and Mrs. Rich- Soldier," an overture by Strauss, and zel Starrett, ATO; Josephine Clark,
Evans includes William E. Barrows, quartered in fraternity houses and dor- ard K. Stuart and Prof. and Mrs. Sousa's march "The Thunderer." The Balentine; Valerie Parkin, Colvin;
secretary, Harry D. Watson, Clarence mitories already occupied by the Army. Frederick B. Oleson will be the entire assembly will join in the sing- Pauline Stuart and Lala Jones, Elms;
ing of "The Stein Song" and the Na- Mary Esther Treat, North EstaE. Bennett, Paul D. Bray, Irwin B. Yesterday three infantrymen, John chaperons.
tional Anthem.
Douglass, Benjamin C. Kent, Harold Bennett, Will Johns, and Arthur Dabrooke; Angie Verenis, South EstaW. Leavitt, and Dean Paul Cloke, ex vis, also returned to campus and were
brooke.
officio.
assigned to Co. D.
The plan of floor representation is
These soldiers, who have just comMatters which the arts and sciences
being continued this year. Each floor
committee has tackled include com- pleted basic training in the Coast Arin the dormitory will be represented by
prehensive and final examinations, re- tillery at Fort Eustis, Va., were enone girl, whose duty it will be to colPlans are being made by the MCA
lations with the other colleges, depart- rolled in the college of technology. At
lect the money, buy the stamps and
mentalization, the place of the honors present they are assigned to admini- for a series of informal meetings to
deliver them to the girls on her floor.
program, the freshman-sophomore ad- strative work and various details here. discuss and compare Catholic, ProtesShe records the amount of sales each
viser system, what freshmen and
The following men were in the con- tant, and Jewish religions with the aim
"Corn-a-Poppin" is the name se- week, collects the money on Wednesof better understanding the purpose lected for the forthcoming Masque day, and delivers the stamps on Thurssophomores should study in order to tingent that returned:
acquire a broad general background, Charles Chapman, Jr., William Cul- on which these faiths are based. A production, a rollicking U. of M.- day.
and what constitutes a major field of len, Francis Farnum, Frederick Jones, guest speaker will attend each inter- styled vaudeville. The title, suggeststudy.
Melvin Libby, Philip Miller, Ray Ro- faith meeting and discuss religion ed by Jim Haskell, popular member
Questions taken up by technology's ley, Jr., Jean Hufnagel, Raymond At- from his particular point of view.
of the Masque, who returned with the
committee cover a wide range:
wood, Philip Cabot, Philip Cheney, The first meeting will be held Sun- ROTC men, was selected by a title
1. Should the short terns of 12 William Chesworth, Josiah Colcord, day. Nov. 14, from 5 to 7 at the MCA committee under the chairmanship of
weeks be continued after the war? Gerald Garvin, Donald Hodges, Ben- building. Lunch and a short period of Pvt. Frank Leigner, president of the
2. What are the relative merits of jamin Hodges, Carleton Kilpatrick, worship will follow the discussion. Any Masque.
Monday morning saw the start of the
practical work such as shop, field work, Eldon Luther, Alvin McNeilly, Ever- student interested in these discussions
"Corn-a-Poppin"
will
include
a
cast
Maine
Christian Association membercommittee
in
drafting, and many types of laboratory ett Morrison, Joseph O'Neil, Thomas i is invited to attend. The
of fifty or more members, including the ship drive, an annual event here on
',charge
of
these
meetings
includes
Philip
Don
Norman
Putnam,
Parmenter,
a
more
with
work
of
compared
work as
specialties, campus. By the end of the week,
Spiller, John Webster, and Leon Crossland, Harold Levine, Bill Irey, chorus, actors, actresses,
technical nature?
audience every U of M student will have been
masters
of
ceremonies,
and
Marian Korda, and Dick Huntington.
3. What should be the length of col- White.
contact men. An additional crew of contacted, according to Virginia Tufts,
at least fifty are we rking on proper- chairman of the drive.
ties, costumes, publicity, melodrama, The dormitory solicitors are busy
stage effects, and scenery.
explaining the new Five-Point proThe show will be presented on Sat- gram to former members and to those
urday, Nov. 20. and two evening per- who are joining for the first time. As
formances will be given. Prof. revealed by the latest reports, the
Herschel L. Bricker is the general freshman class already has a high persupervising director of the produc- centage.
tion.
The MCA is also counting on the
Several scenes of "Corn-a-Poppin" renewed membership of the AST unit
are already in rehearsal, and others who responded so solidly last summer,
The Rt. Rev. Oliver L. Loring, Episcopal Bishop of
will be scheduled very shortly. A reaching an overwhelming high of
Maine, will be the speaker at the services to be held
general rehearsal will be called some- seventy-eight per cent.
at 11 a.m. on Sunday, Nov. 7, at the Little Theatre.
time next week, Director Bricker anBorn in Newtonville, Mass., in 1904, Bishop Loring
nounced today.
received his education at the public schools of Newton,
REVERBERATE
IDEAS
was
graduand later attended Harvard, from which he
P-40
The ideas and scenes for "Corn-aated with a B.A. in 1926. He received his B.D. from
Poppin" originate from the students—
the Episcopal Theological Seminary in Cambridge,
civilians and ASTP students alike.
Mass., in 1930. He was ordained deacon in May of
Aside from actively participating in
the same year. After being ordained priest in 1941,
The Army predominates in the films
the show, other talents of the Masque
Bishop Loring assisted at Grace Church in New Bedto be shown this week by NVSGA in
participants
are
being
utilized.
The
ford, Mass., until 1933. He was then rector of the
the Little Theatre at 4.30 p.m. "Jap
students are engaged in song-writing,
Church of the Epiphany in Dorchester, Mass. In 1936
Zero" and "Troop Train" are true-toset
building,
scene
designing,
costume
he returned to Grace Church as rector.
life films of exceptional value to the
designing, make-up, continuity writHe was elected Episcopal Bishop of Maine in 1941,
AST and ROTC.
ing.
and
scene
direction.
Much
imagiand was consecrated at the Cathedral of St. Luke in
nation and ability have gone into mak- "Jap Zero" is a training film by the
Portland. Bishop Loring is one of the youngest bishops
ing
each scene coordinate with the Army Air Corps. The movie focusses
ever to be raised to the Episcopate in the Episcopal
primary
purpose of pure, enjoyable attention upon the need to recognize
Church.
the Jap Zero and the American P-40.
entertainment.
supplied
by
the
Chapel
service
will
be
Music at the
It is all seen through the eyes of an
Choir under the direction the James G. Selwood. The
All thus.. V11111 have applied to take American P-40 pilot.
anthems will be "Onward Ye Peoples" by Sibelius,
the ASTP and Navy V.12 qualifyDo you know how the 201st division
sung by the choir, and "Still, Still with Thee" by
ing tests to he giv VII
Tuesday, was moved from "X" to "Y"? In
Speaks, with Betty Jenkins, contralto, as soloist.
Nov. 9, are to report to 33 Winslow "Troop Train" it is organized and
The service is being held 15 minutes later than
Hall at 8:15 a.m. on that date. Tlw planned out. Army life on steel tires
usual, since Bishop Loring will be at Old Town services
tests will last from 9 a.m. until retains all the chores and novelties
before coming to Orono.
noon. So far, 60 men ha... tiled including KP for the soldier.
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Assembly, Nov.
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Junior ROTC Men For This Weekend
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Return To Campus
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BEAR FACTS

Dachs Surveys Possibilities
For Local Sports This Winter
By Psi. Carl Dachs

Sorority Rushing
Reopens Sunday
Rushing will continue with more
after-dinner dates next
Sunday
through Friday from 6:40 to 7:15
each evening in the sorority rooms.
The girls may also have week-end
dates similar to those last week.
Sorority members may contact the
rushees after 6 p.m. Saturday.
Invitations to the big parties will be
issued the week of Nov. 14, and the
parties will be held Nov. 16, 17, 18, 19,
and 21. Bids will be issued to freshmen, transfers, and upperclassmen on
Nov. 24, and bow-pinning will be held
at 1 p.m. on that day.

it is possible to get ammunition and
ith the cold weather sraclually rifles if they happen to have possesenselopi-ig the entire New England sion of hunting licenses.
area. we find that sports of a cornFishermen may just as well put
petitise nature have just about dis- their rods away until spring—unless
appeared. Football and basketball,
they contemplate fishing through the
usually- at their peak during the
Thanksgiving season. have both ice. We don't recommend that in this
succumbed to a lack of material, climate, brother, but according to the
while indoor track seems destined natives, it is done.
Skiing is another winter sport
to suffer the same fate.
which
finds favor with the denizens
The key sport of this winter's setup seems to be ice hockey. The Na- of the wilds of Maine. They will
tional Professional Hockey League has find ski trails situated throughout
set up a tentative schedule which it the state, and for those men with
hopes to follow, and many northern hickory boards in their barracks
is
colleges have announced their inten- bags, skiing offers a fine opportunity for sport and fun.
tions of adopting hockey as their
The Debating Club announced today
Ice skating should be popular within
major winter activity. True, we won't
that the question for the first debate
a
short
time if the Stillwater freezes is,
see the type of hockey we are accusResolved: "That the United States
tomed to. since many major league over. The ice will of necessity have should help to re-establish a League
to
be
fairly
thick, however, to ac- of Nations
teams have lost their star players to
after the war."
the draft and are being forced to rely commodate the multitude of fans.
Preparations
are under way to enThus, having exhausted all possion eighteen- or nineteen-year-old boys
able the University to enter interto carry on. The fastest, most bruis- bilities for outdoor sport,. se turn collegiate
debates with the other
ing game on earth is rapidly establish- to indoor amusements. For those
colleges
in
the state, but no definite
ing itself throughout the U. S., how- people who profess an enjoyment
competitors have as yet been contacted.
ever, and we eagerly look forward to a for roller skating we would like to
All students interested in debating
complete rejuvenation of ice hockey offer a modern roller rink—but
that's impossible—so they'll have should see Dr. Howard L. Runion of
when the war ends.
Hunting seem,to he the fad these to content themselves with the rink the speech department for further details.
days and the deer and partridge are at Old Town.
very plentiful throughout the Maine
Bowling has its fans also, but you
Oklahoma Baptist university co-eds
area. John Doe seems to be using bowlers who have averaged 150 or
his dough to get his doe (corny, thereabouts with regular pins will be who have dates with cadets at the
huh). Anyway. in regard to this in for a big surprise when you try army basic flying school no longer
ancient sport, the fasorite rifle knocking candlepins down for the can protest: "But I didn't know he
seems to be the 30-30. and it might first time.
was married!"
interest the ASTP men to know that
Extending facilities of its school of On the bulletin board of the girls'
engineering to the government, the dormitory is posted a list of all the
University of Missouri is making it married cadets. (ACP)
possible for women from 18 to 25 years
Second oldest college publication in
of age to take a 24-week course in airthe country is The Round Table of
craft radio. (ACP)
Beloit College, Wisconsin. (ACP)

League Of Nations
Debate Topic

World Student Service Fund
Ships Books To War Prisoners

The World Student Service Fund, for accreditation of the work accomthe fund-raising agency for student plished behind barbed wire. The Britwar relief, reports that the work of ish have set a precedent for this; Oxstudent relief has now extended to a ford, Cambridge, and the University
large group of American prisoners of of London are now sending in examiwar in Germany. Books are being nations for British prisoners of war.
sent into all the major prison camps in The external degree of the University
Germany where Americans are held. of London may be granted a man in
Operating under the provisions of the prison camp.
Geneva Convention of 1929, this same CHINESE CARRY
ON
program is being carried on for prisStudents in China have trekked hunoners of war of other nationalities.
dreds of miles into the heart of China
A Swedish secretary of the World to continue their university studies.
Student Service Fund's administering The World Student Service Fund has
committee writes about his recent given these students travel aid, grants
pioneer visit to a camp where there of food, work relief, and medical care.
are 2,000 U. S. Army Air Corps offi- Since last January 3,000 additional
cers captured in Africa. "I had a students have arrived in Free China
brief chat with a lonesome and some- from the occupied areas. In this counwhat bewildered looking law student try, on the other hand, Japanese stuand told him that we would be glad to dents who have also been war victims
give him every possible help to con- are being relocated in colleges outside
tinue his studies during captivity.... the West Coast area.
His eyes were simply shining as he
The World Student Service Fund's
thanked me for this offer, which to campaign for
1942-43 resulted in conhim meant a new ray of hope, a tiny tributions of
$160,000 with 534 educabit of meaning in a meaningless tional institutions
participating. The
world."
WSSF is now a participating service
Textbooks are now being sent to of the National War Fund, and the
Europe to enable many former college University of Maine makes its conmen to continue their special studies. tributions through the Community
It is hoped that arrangements with the War Chest Drive which is held on
proper authorities may be worked out campus every spring.
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Are Sold Exclusively in Bangor at
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FREESE'S

Forum Discusses
Election Candidates,
National Contest

The Wornen's Forum discussed tlie
possible candidates for the next presidential election and heard how to enter
the annual National Discussion Contest on inter-American affairs at the
bi-monthly meeting of the group in
Balentine sun parlor last Tuesday.
The political debate was led by Mar.)
Ann Young and Kay Ward. Not only
were the possible candidates mentioned, but the probable platforms—
with their good and bad points—were
discussed.
Dr. Howard L. Runion, faculty
adviser to the Forum, announced'
the rules for the Discussion Contest
which is for colleges and universities
throughout the country. This contest
is sponsored each year by the Hon.
Nelson A. Rockefeller, coordinator of
inter-American affairs, to promote in- '
terest among college students in the
necessity of inter-American cooperation.
WINNERS
The winners of contests in the individual colleges will submit manuscripts of their discussion points to
three judges who will select eight
contestants from each of the six regions throughout the country. Those
chosen in the northeastern region will
receive a free trip to New York to
participate in the regional finals at
Fordham University, March 27, 1944.
First place winners in each region will
go to the national finals to be held in
either New York or Washington,
D. C., on or about April 14, 1944.
These finals will be in the form of a
national radio broadcast, and each person who reaches this stage will receive an award of $500 for study and
travel in Mexico during the summer
of 1944.
The contest on this campus will be
sponsored by the Women's Forum and
the Debating Society, if enough interest is shown, Dr. Runion stated.
The next meeting of the Forum will
be on Nov. 16, at 4:30 p.m., in Balentine. Evelyn Shaw will lead a discussion of China. Evelyn was born in
China and lived there many years.
Everyone is welcome, and freshmen
are especially invited to attend these
meeting s.
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YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
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BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres

DEPEN:

e.

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
Nov. 4-5-6
"FOR WHOM THE BELL
TOLLS"
in glorious technicolor
starring
GARY COOPER and
INGRID BERGMAN
Sun., Mon., Tues., and Wed.
Nov. 7-8-9-10
Sonja Henie
in
"WINTERTIME"
with
Woody Herman and
his orchestra
Rhythm! Romance! Revelry!

BIJOU

MYF

TRPND
0110NO
Fri. and Sat., Nov. 5-6
"HEAVEN CAN WAIT"
Don Ameche, Gene Tierney
News—Cartoon

Sun. and Mon., Nov. ,
"HOLY MATRIMONY"
Monte Wooley, Gracie Fields
News—Novelty

Tuesday, Nov. 8
"SWING SHIFT MAISIE"
Ann Sothern, James Craig

Sat., Sun., Mon., and Tues
Nov. 6-7-8-9
"CRAZY HOUSE"
with
Olsen and Johnson

NArvo,
CA

II

A DURATION DO!
Your shirts are valuable items these days and
appreciate special handling.
Turn up your shirt collar before sending it
to the laundry. A collar washed flat doesn't fray
so easily at the crease.

Cartoon—Comedy

Have your shirts laundered frequently. A toosoiled shirt requires more scrubbing and consequently wears out more quickly.

Wed. and Thurs., Nov. 9-10

Go easy on the starch. Starching stiffens fabric,
so that it breaks instead of bending.

BANGOR
Wed., Thurs., and Fri.
Nov. 3-4-5
Read by Millions in Reader's
Digest and as a Best Seller
"HOSTAGES"
Luise Rainer and Paul Lukas

1,

Double Feature
"TWO SENORITAS FROM
CHICAGO"
Jinx Falkenburg. Joan Davis
Plus
"OKLAHOMA KID"
James Cagney,
Humphrey Bogart
Metro News

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.

When you buy, buy Arrow. Arrow shirts are
longer-lasting, better-fitting, and carry the Sanforized label (fabric shrinkage less than
1%).

ARROTV
SHIRTS • TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS • UNDERWEAR • SPORT
SHIRTS
* BUY
WAR
BONDS
AND
STAMPS *
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Pfc. Bill Park, USMC, is now a
member of the camouflage unit of an
engineering regiment somewhere in the
South Pacific, according to a story
written by Sergeant Arthur E. Mielke,
a Marine Corps Combat Correspondent. Pfc. Park fought through the
Guadalcanal campaign as a member
of an engineering unit.

acm

andli

IS THE. WORD FOR THIS
SUMMER'S FOOTWEAR FAD.
AT ALABAMA POLYTECH
AND LSU — BARE
FEET FOR RAINY
DAYS./
riELLO.
K
HELIOTROPE

THE WORD HELLOil

KNOX COLLEGE UP TO A
FEW YEARS AGO HAD LOST
2
•1 CONSECUTIVE GAMESAND IN THE LAST SEASON
OF THAT SPAN DID NOT SCORE
A SINGLE POINT/
IHE CUARTERBACK BROKE
LOOSE, HOWEVER,ONE DAY THAT

I.

YEAR AND SEEMED TO BE ON
HIS WAY TO A TOUCHDOWN—
WHEN HE STEPPED IN THE
WATER BUCKET/
the Attac;7"\_,

0.3`BUY BOND
IS SPOKEN V/5 TIMES'
A DAY BY THE AVERAGE 4
STUDENT, ACCORDING TO AN
ALFRED UNIVERSITY SURVEY P''

By Ruth Higgins
us on.
First member of the Masque league
If you were to walk into the Theatre
on a night of rehearsals for the next is Joe Thibeault who certainly needs
Masque show, you would probably be no introduction. He has an amazing
rather confused and slightly amazed at ability at organization and a way about
the sounds which would greet your him that makes the most unoriginal
ears. Voices drift from every corner person turn creative. A few ideas
of the building. Now and then a line from him is all a group needs to shape
from "Road to Mandalay" bursts forth a stagnating outline into a plot ready
from a baritone who is quite oblivious for action.
to the noise about him.
JACK THE GAGGER
Shouting above the hubbub someWithout a doubt we'd choose Jack
where in the back of the theatre, you Swarner as pitcher for our team.
would hear the gag committee which, Listen to a conversation of his somejudging from the gales of laughter, time and you'll see what we mean.
seems to be immensely pleased with Jack, who in pre-war days unrolled
some of its own cracks. The sounds his bed pack south of the Masonof 1, 2, 3—kick echo from the gym Dixon Line, heads the gag writers.
where a group of "Flora Dora babies" This job is no cinch but we're not
are strutting their stuff. And in the worried about its success—especially
far corner a scream issues forth from with Rebel Henderson, George Laththe heroine of the melodrama. Yes, am, Fred Wentforth, and Denny
to the outside observer it's more like Evans to back him up.
a bad nightmare than a rehearsal but, There are many others who have
regardless of the sounds, things are contributed a lot to the Masque and
really being accomplished.
comments on them all would fill this
The secret of the rehearsals lies page. But we can't finish our column
within certain personalities who tie our without mention of Phil Robinson.
show together and keep the ball roll- Phil is a go-getter from way back.
ing. Their enthusiasm and hard work Give him the facts and he will do the
set the pace which drives the rest of rest in any situation.

Among Bill's experiences was participation in the battle of Bloody Knoll,
busses and who have also mastered
Remem herwhere attacking Japanese were rethe ancient practice of reading. A bus
pulsed with heavy losses. Engineer
We are
marked "Orono" usually is going to
construction on Henderson Air Field
Orono
if it is headed in that general
bridge
and
building
were
also
included
Ieadquarters
in his daily routine.
direction—and if it isn't, why bother
For
Alumni Secretary Charles E. Cross- TAYLOR IN OKLAHOMA
with it any way? Definitely, it is not
Pvt. Carroll Taylor's new address
was elected secretary of the Uniland
By Mary-Jane Hoyt
going to Old Town. They tell us that
GREETING CARDS
versity of Maine Teachers' Alumni is 641st Bomb. Sqdn. (L), Woodward,
more
one poor driver has nightMonkeys are the craziest people— maresthan
Okla.... Pfc. Mahlon Smith has been
about telling people who eviAssociation at the Maine Teachers'
that
is,
outside
of
moved to M.T.D. N.T.S Co. C, Grove
bus drivers. A great dently do not read "No, Ma'am, this
Convention held at Bangor, Oct. 28 City College, Grove City, Pa...
.2nd many people see a bus come up, stop bus is only going to Orono; the Old
and 29. The University Orchestra, Lieutenant Everett Whitney's new ad- for them and start off again as though
Glee Club, and several professors took dress is Battery D, 213th AAA, the dime they slipped in the slot did Town one is right behind me." There
PLUMBING & HEATING
should also be an automatic device to
part in the convention program.
something automatic to the engine. But let you know when
to pay and how
1-37 MILL ST. ORONO. MAINE ' University of Maine faculty mem- (AW) Bn., Seattle Wash.... Pvt. Arthur Norwood has been removed to the next time you bruise your bunions much. Drivers and riders alike admit
bers who participated were Professors A-8, ASTU, Mechanic's Bldg.. Bos- all the way to Bangor, remember that
that.
Stanley M. Wallace, Fred L. Lam- ton, Mass.... A/C Louis Lipphardt is the poor guy who sits in the driver's
* * * * *
oreau, Spofford H. Kimball, Himy B. now at the office of Pub. Rel., AAA seat all day has some feelings too.
Well,
you
may feel like a sandwich
•
• Kirshen, Charles A. Dickinson, Pay- Pilot School, Courtland, Ala.
* * * * *
standing between beer and onions, with
son Smith, Ernest D. Jackman,
Evidently the student nurses have someone else's slight two hundred
Pfc. Bob Harlow sends us the VirDEPENDABLE PHOTOS
Charles F. Preble, Herbert S. Hill,
ginia Polytech paper which is put out discovered some interesting personali- pounds resting on your feet; but you
Harry D. Watson, Maynard F. Jordan,
almost entirely by AST men ... His ties here and there along the road. One would feel more like said morsel
Charles A. Brautlecht, and Leslie F.
I
address is Co. F 3301st AST, Blacks- lucky guy has "Goodbye, bus driver" working for the H & H Co. (Hitler,
Smith.
Old Town
burg. Va.... Pvt. Kitan Agostinelli sung to him at least five mornings a Hirohito). Try doubling your bus
has
been moved to AA A-OCS. Camp week when he delivers the budding fare in Defense stamps. You'll crowd
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
•
•
Davis, N. C.... Pfc. Charles Flanan- "angels of mercy" at the 1_7 of M stop. the busses less.
gan is now at V.P.I.
Pvt. Sidney Perhaps this is too much of a good
Gilman has been moved to Pers. Repl. thing, but Handy never complains. In
•
fact, we have it on good authority that
Depot #2, Ft. Ord, Calif.
Our Specialty—The Finest Diamonds
A/C Chester Cram, Jr., has been Handy never complains about any 1
MELVIN'S MUSIC SHOP
moved to Class 43-18. Flt. A., AAF feminine attention. Someone let it
Everything in Aluslc
slip
other
BOYD and NOYES., Jewelers
the
day
that "they're either
Bombing School, Tex.... Cpl. John
too
young
or
too
old,"
but
don't
let
the
Katiskas' new address is Clemson ColRECORDS
25 Hammond St.
Bangor, Me.
drivers in on the secret, girls, for the
lege, Clemson, S. C
John TheriAti Central St.
Bangol Me
ault, A.S., has been transferred to duration. Some day you might forget
111
your dime.
Duke University. Durham, N. C
A/C Dit Mongovan has been moved
Of course, there are drivers, and
to CA A-WTS, Fitchburg State
drivers. Older ladies may prefer the
Teachers'
College,
Fitchburg. Mass
For the finest meals properly served
Mac MacIntyre has been placed at the strong silent type—they're so careful.
The New Date Dresses that have
HOTEL RITZ-FOLEY
Base Hospital in Fort Devens to take But there's another old saying that
still
water
deep—especiall
runs
y
up
at
preparatory courses for entering Tuft's
18-20 State St.
Great Works. And a word of warning just arrived at Smith's will please
Dental College in January.
to
those girls who still have a peculiar the most discriminating person.
Bowling Academy connected c( rner French and York Sts.
EIGHT AT MAXWELL FIELD
preference for civilians. A driver's
Dresses for Every Occasion—
Eight youths from the U. of M. cap may do wonders for him, but
prehave reported to the Army Air Force's pare to be disillusioned. Many hide
to fit Every Budget.
Pre-Flight School for Pilots at Max- their shining light under a cloth of
well Field, Ala. These men are Avia- dark color.
tion Cadets Edward Dingley, Robert
• * * * •
FOR THE MILITARY MAN
Emerson, Elmer Folsom, Sherwood
The busses are crowded these days
Grindle, Harold Hickson, Norman as you may have noticed on and off.
We carry a complete line of high quality Uniforms
Moulton, and Bill Rice... Pvt. Rob- You try to get on the last
bus from
ert Clark's new address is Sherman Bangor on Saturday night,
and if you
and Equipment
Field, Leavenworth, Ky.... Lt. War- haven't had a great deal
of experience
ren Foss has been moved to Material at this thriving modern
art, you may
Command, Wright Field, Dayton, 0. find yourself getting off
Service caps, garrison caps, shirts, slacks, shoes
at the most
Pvt. Joe Wedge is now at 510 Base peculiar times and places.
Metal and Embroidered Insignia, Chevrons, Rating Badges
Hg. & Ab. Sq., Bruning, Nebr
•
• * *
Ensign Richard Stratton has been
Bangor. Me.
We have been asked to publish an Opposite the City- Hall
transferred to Naval Training School, appeal to all persons
Serving the Man in the Service
who ride on
Penn. State College.... Pvt. John
Schmidlin is now at STAR-Stetson
for more than fifteen years
Univ., Deland. Fla.... Pvt. Francis
Murphy has been transferred to APO
124651, c/o PM, San Francisco,
Calif.... A/S Jay Lord's new address
BLUE RIBBON BREAD
is Penn. State College. Diesel School,
(Enriched
with Vitamin B,)
110 Exchange St.
Bangor, Maine
State College, Pa.... Ensign Herschel
DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES
Abbott has been moved to Sub. Chas.
45 Columbia Street
Bangor, Maine
• Trans. Cm., Miami, Fla.

Crossland, Profs,
Musicians Active
At Convention

. s.
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On The Shelf CORRESPONDENCE
By Norma Herzing

Camp Wallace, Texas
Dear Editor,
The Maine Campus is finding its
way to my door again, and it is nice to
read what is going on at Maine this
year.
I'm glad to see your column about
the boys in the armed services. It
told me where some of the boys are
that I'd lost touch with.
I visited the San Antonio Aviation
Cadet Center last month while stationed at San Antonio. I did see Ed
Hall '45, but most of the others had
left. So far Ed is the only Maine man
I have run into since I have been in
Texas.
Al Smaha '45 is in OCS at Catnp
Lee, Va. (QM). Lt. Roy Ladner '43
was in Michigan but has been shifted.
The same goes for Tom Clifford '43

The previous editions (two in all)
of this column have carried only hints
SAM COLLINS
Editor-in-Chief as to which books in the library are
RUTII HANSEN
Acting Business Manager worth-while reading. In
view of the
fact that no one seems to have taken
FRANCES HIGGINS
Associate Editor these valuable hints for what
they are
PVT. DAVID JACOBS
ASTP Section Editor worth, only
two logical conclusions
CHARLENE LOWE
.Makeup Editor
PFC. RICHARD BORK
Associate Army Editor can be drawn:
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—Ruth Higgins, Al Ehrenfried, Ed Holland, (1) that no one reads this column;
(2) that U. of M. students don't
Helen Clifford. ASSISTANT EDITORS—Barbara Allen, Mary-Jane Hoyt.
find
the time to read.
STAFF MEMBERS—Norma Herzing, Bette Taylor, Frances Sayward,
Number one can be discarded as
Mary Elizabeth Marble, Virginia Merchant, Philip Russakoff, Loraine Davis,
pure hearsay, leaving number two as
Melvin Naseck, Marie Haines, Joan Greenwood. Earle Clifford.
REPORTERS—Muriel Polley, Mariana McLaughlin, Dorothy Boulos, the true reason—and why is this true?
Valerie Parkin, Betty Lehman, Doris Foran, Lala Jones, Arlene Cleven; This is true because this column has
Arthur Payne, Don Collins, Geraldine Small, Louise Eastman, Cecelia been placing the cart before the horse,
Reynolds, Kathleen Bridges, Warren Anderson.
the chicken before the egg, or any
ARMY STAFF—Phil Robinson, James Barry, Stan Berenstain, Norman other immortal paraphrase handed
Mosher, Carl Dachs, Lloyd Weatherly, Ted Pietrykowski.
down by the ancients. This column
has been suggesting valuable books,
BARBARA HIGGINS
Circulation and Ass't Business Manager but it has failed to solve the students'
MARY E. O'CONNOR
Advertising Manager problem of finding the time to read •
ELIZABETH FURBISH
Subscriptions Manager them. This week's column, therefore,
PFC. RAYMOND D. JONES
.. Advisory Business Manager is dedicated
to those very odd moASSISTANT MANAGERS—Jeanne Staples, Doris Emery, Jean Thompson. ments (winding
a watch doesn't count)
STAFF ASSISTANTS—Helen Herrick, Nancy Chase, Joan Potter, Jean
Russ, Gay Weaver. Faye Jones, Barbara Powers, Evelyn Young, Jean Craw- when the U of M student has time on
his hands.
ford, Jim Rowse, Howard Jackson, Otis Dyer, Ruth Fickett, Polly Spear.
ALL CAN READ
•
To make a broad generalization,
every U of M student can read. It is
only a case of filling in the gaps. That
person who takes a final drag on a
cigarette in the bookstore is letting
pre.cious time go up in smoke. A
A C P. Correspondent Reports from Washnjtn
wiser person would deny himself that
last puff in order to rush back to
wherever he came from to finish the
College students expecting to be drafted and those who are third
line of the second paragraph on
already in the armed forces might tile this away for future refer- page twelve of Gone With the it
ence.—Announced here last week was the establishment of the U. S. It is indeed grievous to see the numArmed Forces Institute at Madison, Wisconsin, as a central clearing ber Ili students who fill in those tenminute breaks between classes by nonlit iuse of information on college credit for military experience. At the sensically conversing
with one or more
request of any person in the armed forces or a person recently dis- companions. If, on the other hand,
charged front service, the Institute will assemble all information on Si'lime perstin utilized his time more
profitably and walked from (las.
his—or her—service activities of an educational nature. It will also class reading an edifying piece of litu-ansmit such information to the school or college of the individual's erature, he would inspire wonder and
admiratii in in his less ambitious felliiw
hoice.
students. It is surprising, too, how
•
much can be read in this short space of
Meanwhile, the nation's colleges have agreed on some basic time. Despite the jarring gait of most
points about post-war education.—If the colleges have their way, 1)0 title, two probable stumbles, and one
flop, the average reader can
service men and women returning to college campuses after the war ctnuplete
undoubtedly finish one short tiara. will be granted scholarships to study anything from Medieval Eng- g raioh. Taking three short paragraphs
lish to engineering, medicine or law.—What the colleges have in to a page and six ten-minute breaks a
a three-hundred page book,
mind is a broad educational program which would include liberal day, and
and a slide rule to get out of this mess,
arts, and vocational, professional, and refresher courses.
it is plain to see that it would take
They are determined to avoid the mistake, made after the last only five months to finish one complete,
var. of assuming that vocational education alone will be of value to full-length book.
MtI LEAD TO KIANS
returning military personnel.
It is hoped that anyone who reads
The colleges further went on record as favoring some type of this column will not take it too lightly,
voluntary planning to gear their graduates to the needs of post-war for who knows what this kind of thing
may lead to? Cliques may arise,
industry.
made up of peaiple who have read the
This could be done, they agreed, by relating their educational pro- same book. Perhaps a group of Gone
grams to the technical, supervisory and professional needs in their With the Winders. Out of the Nighters. or Random Harvesters may band
reas.
together—almost like a fraternal orThe colleges were also in favor of national surveys to obtain all ganization. Perhaps the day will come
possible information on country-wide, potential employment needs. when strangers will approach each
But they formed a solid block of opinion against government-estab- other with something like this:
"Pardon me, have you read For
I;shed student quotas based on those needs.
ll'h
the Bell Tolls?"
Such employment information, they said, should be used only "No, I've read Inside .4sia."
At that point the questioner will
as a guide for counselling their students.
realize that he is speaking to a member of another social set and will take
the
first opportunity to depart.
".S.tars and Stripes, the U. S. Army daily paper, not only carries
Or it might go like this:
baseball box scores but has a daily photo of mime glamor queen, "I lave you read Fur Whom the
Bell
usually a Holly WI s nl movie star, presumably for the purpose of pro- Tolls?"
viding *pin-ups.' In short, nothing is lacking—except serious dis- "Yes, I've read For ll'how the Bell

ItRITANT'S
JEWELERS
OF BANGOR
46 Main St.

who %vas in Georgia. Roy and Tom
were in OCS with me.
I have heard from or al stilt some '42
boys lately. Lt. Doc Winters was
last heard from while in Sicily. He
may be an Italy "resident" by now.
IA. George Smith is in the South
Pacific. (Rumor has Lt. Emile King
'44 overseas, too.)
This 1865th Service Unit I'm in is
the station complement for Camp
Wallace. We are the guys who rum
the camp, altho second lieutenants have
only a minor role. Nevertlkiess, I'm
with the Post Quartermaster working
in the big warehouses we have here.
Sincerely,
Icky Crane
Buy War Stamps and Bonds

le
Win In
With Pi

Deadly accu
and effective
Battlers and
torics in the
over the weel
The Battler
outclassed SA
Crackers whit
combine. 22-0.
tiled for last w
Next week')
between the
Crackers on fi
well decide ti
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Other games
Sunday inclui
on field 2, a
field 3. and a
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starting its

Maine's finer store
for Diamonds

•

for the past 50 years

The Univt

•

Open 8 a
your
5 Mill St.
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cussion about the meaning of the war and the best means of using -Can
yon let me have ten bucks?"
the fruits of victory creatively. The American soldier lacks help in
The proposals of this column may
finding the spiritual and moral significance of the titanic struggle in seem a trifle revolutionary, but any
which he is engaged. We may one (lay rue this negelct." Reinhold fool call see they're worth a try.
Xiebuhr of Union Theological Seminary criticizes the U. S. .4riny
education system after a comparative study of British and American
programs in England.

KEEP 'EM FLYING]

When asked whether Ethiopia would like to punish Mussolini,
1 lade Scla,,,ie merely replied : "Ethilipia is less interested in veni.,cance for 11w past than in justice for the future."(ACP)
Ni.‘v students at Bluffton college include a graduate of the University of Paris and a Japanese transfer student from the Universit
lit' Washington. (ACP)

fi

'14Jait* Siawfi24

•

•
Men With E

ELEPHONE lines from poles to homes
take a
terrific beating from old man weather. And
with wire for replacements drafted for military
use,existing lines must be kept in good condition
.
Asphalt coating applied in time keeps out
moisture, chief trouble maker on telephone
lines. Without lowering the wires, this trolley
painter speeds the coating — helps reconditi
on
50 lines a day.
This simple "stitch in time" helps keep
communications open to the homes of
America—and saves critical materials
for vital war weapons.

T

War calls keep Lang Instance linen
bury
... That's why your call may be
delayed.

"FRE
Oil 1
*No mat
don't let
down. "F
chilled bc
the job.
Work goe
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NCE
Roy and Tom
; about some '42
• Winters was
in Sicily. He
Went" by now.
in the South
I.t. Emile King
Unit I'm in is
In for Camp
guys who run
lieutenants have
.tvertheless, I'm
naster wtirking
have here.
AY,
Icky Crane
and Bonds

Battlers, Crackers
Win In AST Loop
With Pass Attack

Page Five

Women and the War

;Uncle Sam Really Needs Women
In Service; Glamour A Myth

r;.R.N\Y PANTS NEED PRESSING/BUT WHEN WASHINGTON
STATE COEDS THIS SUMMER_
LEFT DUNCAN DUNN DORM
TO MAKE ROOM FOR ARMY
ASTP MEN, THEY LEFT IRONING BOARDS, BUT NO IRONS./

Deati:y accurate aerial bombardment
and effective defensive play gave the
Battlers and the Crackers easy victories in the AST touch football loop
over the week-end.
The Battlers swamped a game but
outclassed SAE eleven, 24-0, while the
Crackers whitewashed the Oak Hall
combine, 22-0. All other games scheduled for last week were not played.
Next week's card calls for a battle
between the Crimson Tide and the
Crackers on field 1. This contest may
well decide the league title as both
clubs appear to be the strongest in the
loop to date.
Other games on the program for next
Sunday include a Kelley-Battler tiff
on field 2, a Tarfus-Snafus scrap on
field 3. and a North Hall-Oak Hall
tilt on field 4.

13, !War:, Elizabeth Nlarble

CAPTAIN JERRY NAIMY,

Lieutenant Harriet F. Parker of the Waves stressed here Monday that potential service women should stop thinking "What can I
get out of the Waves?" and start thinking "What can I give Uncle

HEAD OF THE UNIT, TRIED UNSUCCESSFULLY TO BUY IRONS'
ON THE CIVILIAN MARKET,SO
HE APPEALED TO HOUSEWIVES
TO SELL OR LEND THEIR SPARE
IRONS TO THE ARMY..

Sam?"

Too many articles lately have been t "And you'll have a chance to learn
trying to glamorize the work with whatever you
want to learn," said
such phrases as "ample earnings, Kathleen Norris recently.
Perhaps,
%
/1
"end of your loneliness," "real career but there is specific
work to be done—
GOTTA MAKE
for youth." The facts are that .the that is why you are
kia•son-THE FIRST
there—and you
jobs are strenuous and often routine, will be put where you can
EDITzt
j
,
do the trio;t
yet you are in there pitching for good. There is a possibility
that your
something greater than yourself, at job will be just what
you want. At
4
least until this war is over. The least you will be getting
valuable exmore girls know of the cold truth, the perience, and possibly developing
a
disillusionment
will
their
less
be
and
11/
new interest.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY disappointment. So let us see things BEST TO WORK EP
as they actually are.
TECHNICIANS HAVE
All Marines and WACS now enter
"You had your breakfast in bed beMonticello College, Alton, Ill., is Cc):
DEVELOPED A
starting its 10th year this fall.
DIESEL MOTOR THAT ' fore, but you won't have it there any the service as privates, take their bamore." applies to any service girl. sic training, and then work up. There
RUNS ON MELTED
Food
is dished out in partitioned is a good chance for capable women
LAFAYETTEBUTTER!
trays and handleless mugs: no nap- who are willing to work to become
FOOTBALL SERIES,BEGUN IN 1884,
kins or tablecloths add a "homey non-corns. Even in the Waves, girls
IS THE OLDEST IN THE UNITED
are advised to go through their
touch."
The University Barber:Shop
Oisof 'enn
S'TATE S.
six months' basic first, and then apply
I
11?N!
ADDS
CHARM
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS, FAMOUS
Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. for
L 1111.1[11H may be sent to the camp for OTC when they are fully capable
JOURNALIST, MADE LEHIGH'S FIRST
your convenience
BONDS
laundry,
but since so many girls must of filling the shoes. Young officers
TOUCHDOWN
IN THE Rail' GAM&
5 Mill St.
Orono
use the same facilities, clean clothes are on the spot: they have their de, don't come back for a week or more. grees and the knowledge, but lack the
A week wouldn't matter if you had business experience of women about
plenty of clothes, but as it is. you thirty. A great deal is expected of
usually scrub your own. Alterations them—they are an example and exare made only on gross misfits. How- periment. Naturally it is easier to
ever, a uniform is a symbol to be take this scrutiny after confidence has
proud of. Often we think that a uni- been gained through actual work in
is de-feminizing and something the Waves with the enlisted women.
form
"Fm happy as a king, believe me, as trained with an anti-aircraft outfit.
brings about disastrous changes It may take a while to get a commiswhich
we go rolling, rolling home." These I LEARNING IN STORAGE
personality.
How could this he sion. for there are, perhaps, too many
in
In an early interview with Colonel
words were more than a Sinn
!
' to the
Character
is not modified that officers just now and they need women
true?
group of infantrymen who rolled onto Ben Stafford. their new commandant, easily. Your pride and straighter to do routine work—those jt•hs
two groups learned that the why
the Maine campus two weeks ago to-the
!t
bearing lend a distinction and charm men hate to do.
day. They were the realization of a of their being here was threefold: to vinir appearance.
The Army is no playground. Plendream born of seventeen weeks of rug- ; ( 1) storage during the interlude bety of money is spent to keep up morale
likely
conditions
not
are
i
onting
R4ged doughboy training at Camp tween completion of basic training and to be as personal as you might like. in a sincere and generous
manner—and
Officer
Candidate
Wheeler, Georgia. the nation's largest departure for
In some training camps. forty girls it works. The girls are really kept
infantry replacement training center. Schools. and during this indefinite live together in barracks—similar to happy.
Hard on the heels of the m.•wouners "storage" period, (2) to learn thin nigh the "ram" arrangements here at the
Living with the Army or Navy
came the coast artillery men from actual practice the details of army ad- University. and we know how well makes
one really understand the
ministration
as
it
concerns
companies
Fort Eustis, Virginia, where th
may
There
one
he
worked.
that
men—how
has
they live and think. The
and battalions, and (3) to take AST
courses which would make them more girl who makes you see red and count fellows really do appreciate the work
• useful to the arm of service of which to one hundred by twos, but there are the women are doing. So remember,
; thirty-eight other gals to help you en- Uncle Sam really needs you—he isn't
they are members.
For That Photograph
just being polite!
Although no one knew how long joy life.
That Looks Like You
they were to be here, the set-up looked
GO TO
good to these lads who only last spring
THE COYNE STUDIO
were members of the class of 1944. T. •
132 Main St.
Italigor, Mc.
them at that time the war still seemed
to be remote: a topic for headlines and
f'Con titr u ed from Page One)
for radio commentators. In spite 0:stork during their college training?
their advanced ROTC training the
o. Should
we set up any policy
•
111 were still essentially civilians. Then
Bs P.t. Jim Barry
towards research? This could be acin less time than it takes to learn to
Camera Supplies
complished by requiring our instrucpronounce Dneiperopetrovsk, the war
Largest East of Boston
Pseudo columnists like had pennies tors to do a certain
amount of research
swept
midstream,
into
them
and
before
will always turn up and so we make or by at least making
Developing and Printing
it possible for
they emerged for the first time, they our humble entrance. All good colCome In To See Us
had been converted from civilian to umns have a policy and a purpose— them to do some such work.
7. What should be our attitude
GI products. But their first breather we have none, These lines of wit
toward
outside employment of our
was generally considered to be a wisdom, and idle chatter will appear
teaching faculty, either during sumUs, Bard '17
Men W;th BIG Thirsts...
break.
only when our advertisers have failed mer vacations
Bangor
2$ Central St.
or perhaps taking a year
•
us and the circulation department gets off occasionally?
• Dean Paul Cloke announces that careless.
Questions considered at another
his offices are now back in Wingate
We make our first attempt to pro- meeting included the following :
Hall on the first floor, Room 12.
cure eager readers by being the hunI. Should eomprebensi.•• examiMorabis• F•doral Rearm* Bank
dredth person to say "nice going, nations be reintroduced a for the
gang" to the swell guys and gals of war in the same form as in the past.
•
the Masque for their half-hour shorts or in some modified form?
of drama and droll. The success of
2. Should the humanities remain
*No matter how big ...
the Masque is no surprise: many hours as at present, the choice being left
don't let thirst slow you
of hard work inspired by Maine's most more to the student than at the
down. "Fresh up" with a
ardent spirit of cooperation and friend- present time, or should the same
chilled bottle of 7-Up on
liness is the reason for the Masque's subjects be required of all engi114 Main St.
Young men and women will
the job. Thirst stops ...
tremendous popularity.
neers?
• * * * •
Work goes!
always find this banking in3. How much emphasis should be
Space, time, and the editor are all placed on extracurricular activities?
stitution interested and helpthat prevent us from turning out reams
4. Should we establish a definite
ful in their business progress.
of copy to keep pace with the gleeful policy relative to extension services
Responsibility is reflected by
glibbing of the satisfied social set that and courses?
checking account, which is
a
CLEANING AND PRESSING
attended the dawnse tother nite—
5. If a go-ahead policy is recom111111111=n1111•111111M1
Specializing in Ladies'
also a factor in establishing
Uncle Sam makes much of the soldier mended relative to the previous quesboy's morale—and to the local olive tion, teaching loads become an imporGowns and Dresses
credit and standing.
drab dawnser such semi-formal frolics tant subject. U'hat is the answer?
Mill St.
Orono
are deelightful. To the lasses of the
6. Should we recommend a defiwith...
campus we pass on a multifold muchos nite policy Math*. to Saturday
gracias with a dignified shout for morning classes?
MORE please.
7. Are there any modifications of
Daily. John and Jane Q. Public are our rules and regulations which should
A Place to Meet
made aware of their desired support prove beneficial to our scholastic acW.th tvr•Iv• offir•s in
in one or more drives for the benefit complishments?
Your Friends
East•rn M•in•
of a good cause—and so it is that John
Mergber Forlo•al Dopork Ineusanoo Corp.
and Jane Q. Student are being made spoken for themselves—but lots of
aware of the MCA membership (lrive. your money is needed to continue the
I The activities of the MCA have conversation.
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BUY WAR

Intermission For ROTC Men
First Breather For /7 Weeks

1

Maine Chatter

a
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"FRESH UP"
011 THE JOB

Pine Tree
Restaurant, Inc.

On YOUR Job...

Hillson's Tailor Shop

"Fresh
Up"

The
Merrill
Trust Company
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LEARY & co.
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British ASTP

Colleges In Great Britain Are Centers
Of Training For Tars And Tommies
By Pvt. Dave Jacobs

count on a six months' deferment, but
that is now gone.
Motivated by the exigencies of total
war, higher education has found it HAVE PROGRAM LIKE ASTP
The closest program to our ASTP
necessary to reallocate its resources
and revise its methods in almost every is the final group discussed by the
phase of its activities in almost every Colonel. "Selected youths are placed
part of the world. The frills and tin- by the Army, Royal Navy, and Royal
sel of college life have been discarded, Air Force in six-month courses conas the focus has been sharpened to ducted by the universities. Selection
bear exclusively on those activities is based on the secondary school acathat will be directly useful in the demic records of the candidates and the
recommendations of headmasters and
prosecution of the war.
principals. These trainees enter colThe college campus has become the lege at an age varying from 17/
1
2 to
pool—for
reserve
training camp—the
18%2 years, without prior military
technicians, doctors, pilots, meteor- training. Intensive academic instrucologists, nurses, and numerous other
tion is given them balanced by military
key individuals who must be turned and physical training roughly comout at a terrifically accelerated rate to parable to ASTP work in these fields.
fulfill the demands of modern warfare.
This change is not merely an Ameri- "The Army and RAF trainees are
required to take scientific and technican one.

cal courses.
"The Royal Navy men are encouraged to concentrate in the liberal arts.
"Upon completion of their courses,
these men are returned to their respective major arms for their essential
military training.
"The completion of his academic
work brings the British technical
'trainee' to a level of educational development roughly equal to, or perhaps slightly higher than, that of the
ASTP trainee at the end of Basic III.
It must be remembered that the graduate of the British secondary school is
usually as far advanced as the average American student at completion of
the freshman year in college."
The Colonel makes no mention of the
activities of British women in this
field.
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BRITISH EDUCATION RECAST
Most of us are familiar with the
manner in which American education
is functioning today—you probably
have a friend who is a meteorology
cadet at State, or a pre-flight at Tech,
or a friend in the AST Unit at Maine.
But many of us ask: "What is college
like in England today?" "Are the
British retooling and recasting on the
Swatting Jap planes from a flak filled sky and conmianding a
educational front?"
The answer is "Yes." John Bull "fightin' mad" anti-aircraft battery on Hickam field December 7, are
felt the pinch before we did and saw but two of the vivid experiences of Company D's new C.O., Capt.
the need after Dunkerque to supple- Roy W. Gillette, Jr.
ment the supply of officers coming
from the British version of our ROTC, Assigned to active duty with an anti- BACK TO STATES
the STC or Student Training Corps. aircraft battery at Hickam Field after
In August, 1943, after 23 months of
Colonel Herman Beukema. Director graduation from Texas A. & M. in overseas duty, the Captain was ordered
of the Army Specialized Training Di- 1941, Capt. Gillette was in the thick of
vision, outlines the British system in the fight on that eventful December "back to the states" to attend the staff
officers' school at Camp Davis, North
a recent article in the Army Special- morning.
Carolina. After an intensive six week
Bulletin.
Training
ized
WITNESSED INITIAL ATTACK
Colonel Beukema points out that the 'Witnessing the initial attack from course, he was assigned to temporary
British process of national mobiliza- his home overlooking Pearl Harbor duty here as commander of Company
tion was placed in the hands of the and Hickam Field, the Captain and his D.
The Captain's attitude toward the
Ministry of Labor who makes all de- sergeant gunner mounted their gun on
AST program is one of enthusiasm and
cisions as to the assignment of per- a truck and sped toward the field.
sonnel from the channels of education
A diving Jap plane attempted to put he has declared that the men in the
into the armed services, industry, or the Americans out of the fight but the ASTP and especially those in the
civil service.
deadly shooting of the Captain's gun- A STRP have an excellent opportunity
The men in college are there under ner blasted the Jap out of the sky and before them, one for which many a
a deferment plan or as selected sol- the truck careened madly onward, ar- soldier in the battle zones today would
diers for special short courses. There riving at the field as the first wave of sacrifice anything to secure. They
should not fail to take advantage of
is also a set-up similar to our air bombers was beaten off.
cadet training program, with the inCaptain Gillette and his anti-aircraft this chance of a lifetime for a college
structors chosen from military per- battery remained at Hickam field dur- education, at government expense, he
sonnel.
ing the ensuing attacks and were with thinks. The Captain also remarked
DEFER TECH STUDENTS
eye range of the battleship Arizona that the food and lodging conditions at
The Colonel speaks of four general when it was destroyed by Jap bombs. the university were excellent in comgroups comprising the bulk of the
When he was called to active duty parison with those he had seen in the
British effort.
in May, 1941, Captain Gillette was months following the outbreak of the
"Students in engineering, biology, commissioned a second lieutenant, and present world conflict.
Captain Gillette hails from Columchemistry, geology, mathematics, sta- in June, 1942, he was promoted to first
bus,Texas, and studied petroleum engitistics, metallurgy, physics, naval lieutenant while in Hawaii.
architecture, and agriculture (includIn July, 1942, the Captain took a neering and geology at Texas A. & M.
ing forestry) who are recommended small task force to a small coral island from which he was graduated in May,
by their headmasters as likely to se- in the South Pacific and remained 1941. While a student at the Texas
cure a degree by the age of twenty-one there for 11 months as commander of university, he served as captain of the
are deferred from military service an anti-craft battery. When assigned Aggie ROTC unit.
while in college," the Colonel points to duty on the island he was promoted
The Captain is spending his first
out. The average student, after three to the rank of Captain and since the winter in the North and is looking foryears of college work, is reported to island was in the sub-infested waters ward to some hunting expeditions bethe Ministry of Labor for assignment of the South Pacific, he saw his share fore the first real snow sets in. He is
to any branch of the service or indus- of submarine warfare. The Captain also a firm believer in trying anything
try. The student also gives a certain recalls the sinking of at least two subs once and will attempt to brave the
number of hours of the week to some during the numerous "sub-scares."
dangers of Maine ski trails this winter.
phase of military training and spends
his long summer vacation (It still
exists in England) doing practical
I it Birthstone for November
field work.
The second group Colonel Beuke— Topaz
ma discusses is composed of future
doctors, dentists, and veterinaries. This
course has not been changed very much
Si.
Bangor. Me.
by the war. It is now six, instead of
seven years, and includes the intern •
•'•ip.
The arts student, as in America, has
been hit the hardest. Before the lowering of the draft age to 18 he could
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Gillette Commanded Ack-Ack
Against Japs At Hickam Field
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At five o'clock Sunday afternoon,
the Maine Christian Association will
present the first in a series of informal
discussions open to fifty students. Rev.
Dick Moores, Tom Warren, and David Rose will speak on
the topic
Elmer Blomerth will represent the "Courtship and Marriage."
University of Maine at the NEICAAA
cross country meet to be held at
Franklin Field in Boston on Saturday,
•
Nov. 6.
"PAT"
Ted Curtis, faculty manager of athThanks you for your
letics, who will accompany the boys,
patronage
and invites you
is on the executive committee of the
to drop in any time
New England Meet. In past years.
Maine has ranked high in the meet,
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
placing first more than once.
•
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H. W. Chapman, Prop.
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